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Abstract—Recent developments in interactive imaging/animation and present habits in
the treatment of 3D-data in publication media are summarized. Even VRML or X3D
standards do not provide numeric capabilities that are available at every site of 3D-data
production. However, original 3D-data should be urgently published and conserved for
the numeric/statistic analysis of 3D-objects by interaction with these data on a worldwide basis. VRML is the generally accepted exchange format that should be used for
publication and archiving, presently. In the absence of a generally available 3D-viewer
with numeric capabilities these (unsegmentated) VRML data must be adapted and
imported to the proprietary software of the different vendors for interactive analysis
and further imaging/viewing. Several data-sets of five different vendors (softwares) in
supermicroscopy were converted and exchanged via VRML. The wealth of
numeric/statistic 3D-analysis is demonstrated. 3D-objects from all sciences and daily life
can be similarly treated. This is exemplified with geographic objects. All imaging-based
3D-acquisition devices should at least keep the original data for recourse to them.
Index Terms—numeric analysis of 3D-data, primary 3D-data, publication and storage of
3D-data, texturing, world-wide data-interactive exchange

I. INTRODUCTION
3D-Data are part of every days life and of all sciences. Therefore, 3D-data must be preserved
upon publication. VRML (virtual reality modelling language) appears to be the best choice of
an exchange format in publications and databases, at least presently. It is compatible with
newly developing X3D that will be the link to XML. Numerous freely available viewers are
able to visualize VRML-data from all fields of science. Such world-wide data exchange is an
important step forward. Various techniques for the recording and electronic storage of 3Ddata exist and have been reviewed on SSGRR2001[1], IASTED 2001 [2] and SCI 2001 [3].
The most important recent techniques are light scanning with digital cameras from various
directions followed by merging, confocal microscopy and (micro)tomography with
volume/surface rendering, scanning probe microscopies or profilometry and remote sensing
radar (SRTM), to name a few. All these techniques are versatile and well developed in their
fields of application. However, world-wide data-interaction is largely unavailable, due to lack
of unifying standards and software limitations. As all techniques have excellent imaging
facilities that can be used everywhere, only some of them allow for interactive treatment of
the underlying primary data for analysing the contents including mathematical/statistical
calculations.
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II. INTERACTIVE IMAGING
TIFF/GIF/JPEC images are well standardized for print techniques and series of them can be
made up for movies. Data-interaction is not possible with these 2D-projections of data.
Almost all data acquisition systems have, however, their imaging data in interactive form and
may export to the very general VRML format with its recent successor X3D. Outstanding
examples are 3D-SNAPPER of Scanbull [4] and IMARIS of Bitplane [5]. Numerous viewers
such as Cosmoplayer, Cortona, etc. are freely available on the Internet and accept very
different data formats for interactive imaging.

Figure1. Scanned rose from 3D-SNAPPER for interactive viewing; courtesy Scanbull [4].
Almost all macroscopic 3D-objects can be light-scanned with digital cameras from different
directions and after silhouette-based 3D-reconstruction the texture may be added. The
performance of the program 3D-SNAPPER [4] is exemplified with the rose in Fig. 1, that can
be freely animated. World-wide interactive visualization is provided by export to VRML.
Other Internet sources [6] offer artificial models of biological objects (3D-Studio MAX) in
VRML for interactive visualization such as the stag beetle in Fig. 2. BioImages provides
VRML files of scanned biological objects [7]. Unfortunately, only few of the image data
bases recognize VRML as the standard for 3D-objects. But some of them (e.g. BioFinder) [8]
provide links to sources of VRML-files.

Figure 2. Computer animated model of a stag beetle from the Internet [6].
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The program Imaris [5] is open for the software of numerous confocal and 3D-microscopes of
different vendors. Figure 3 shows the surface rendering of a retina specimen that was recorded
slice by slice. Freely chosen animations and skew cuttings as well as recourse to the primary
data are possible.

Figure 3. Surface rendering of a retina specimen from
a confocal microscope using IMARIS software; left:
original; right: model for the animations with a skew
cut; courtesy Bitplane [5].

All of these and similar applications (e.g. SkyScan microtomography) [9] are perfect for
world-wide interactive viewing if VRML-files are made available in the internet or in
electronic publications. These should be stored and archived for future use in science and
technology. Unfortunately, VRML and present X3D do not have the capability for numeric
and statistical analysis of the imaged objects.

III. DATA-INTERACTION
3D-data sets should not only be used for dynamic imaging including texturing, but more
importantly also for numeric and statistic analyses (more than 20 techniques) with appropriate
software, that is available at the sites of data production, but unfortunately not with VRML
viewers. Various 3D-data acquisition devices use data formats that allow for numeric and
statistic analysis. An example from altimetry is the remote sensing radar (shuttle radar
topography mapper SRTM) acquisition of Mount Cameroon [10] and its animation with
texture in Fig. 4. Highly resolved (25 m horizontal, 10 m vertical) height models for datainteractive treatment of numerous areas can be purchased [11].
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Figure 4. Computer animated 3D-image of Mount Cameroon from SRTM acquisition by DLR
Numeric analyses require the data as vertices but not in segmentated form such as triangle
nets etc. The 2D-projection of the vertices leads to pixels in a regular xy-grid as the useful
basis for imaging and calculations. As 3D-data sets of different vendors of data-acquisition
instruments (all with their proprietary software for imaging and computation) should be
available for publication, storage and archiving, a generally accepted exchange software must
be used. It is not sufficient to make data sets exchangeable between different vendors. Rather,
the full data-sets (instead of TIF/GIF/JPEG images) must be disclosed in modern publications
for use by everybody. Therefore we have to go via VRML/X3D in publications and the
wealth of that endeavour has been amply demonstrated [12].
Fig. 5 demonstrates the conversion of atomic force microscopy (AFM) topographies and
simultaneously recorded scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) optical responses
of bladder cancer tissue from the software of DME [13] to the sotware of DI-Veeco [14]. The
strong light-reflection peaks in the right hand images detect the high concentration of
mitochondria with submicroscopic resolution. It is clearly seen, that the different software
packages have slightly different responses in their planefit routines (definition of an average
or median plane) and in the appearance of the computer animated images. This is a clear
indication, that statistical analyses should be performed with the same software (if the data are
recorded at different sites) for precise comparison and that there must be a possibility for
future generations to reanalyse important 3D-data.
The task is re-import of published VRML data into the various software packets of many (all)
different vendors. Basically, adjustment of headers and scaling is required. These problems
have now been successfully tackled for the most prominent products in the field of
supermicroscopy. The analyses of the dynamic images (Figs. 6-8) with completely different
proprietary software demonstrates the enormous gain by usage of 3D-data information, that is
completely lost by common electronic publishing if restricted to dead TIFF, GIF, JPEC, or
movie information. All previous VRML data-sets with pixel and vertex information can be
reactivated correspondingly.
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Figure 5. Data-interaction results demonstrating the conversion of AFM (left) and SNOM
data (right) from DME RasterScope 4 data-sets (top) to DI-VEECO NanoScope 4/5 data-sets
(bottom) for interactive imaging and analysis.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF 3D-DATA EXCHANGE FOR NUMERIC CALCULATIONS
Successful data exchange permits to apply mathematical and statistical procedures to
published data at any site. It may be useful to go via a proprietary software such as SPIP
(scanning probe image processor) [15] which imports the files of many other vendors, if these
are available. However, published 3D-files are found in VRML/X3D and these have to be
adjusted to the headers of the proprietary software packages. Table 1 summarizes important
techniques of analysis.
Table1. Some important techniques for analysis of 3D-data
Autocovariance
Bearing
Bump analysis
CD/DVD analysis
Depth
Grain size

Grain size average
Particle analysis
Power spectral density
PSD compare
Roughness
Section

Step height
Tip quality
Width
Zoom

Angles
Distances
Inversions
Steepness

Fig. 6 demonstrates the section or profile feature of a data-set from Micromesh [15] in three
different software packages after conversions via VRML. Their appearance and performance
can be compared. The importance of such indispensable analysis is self-evident. We obtain
heights, distances and steepness by profiling in every chosen direction .
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Figure 6. AFM data set of Micromesh (Image Metrology ApS)
a) profile in WSxM format of Nanotec Electronica [16]
b) profile in SPIP format of Micromesh
c) profile(section analysis) in Nanoscope 4/5 format of DI-VEECO

The analyses in Fig.7 compare shaded images and roughness calculations of three vendors of
a 3D-data set from Micromesh. The various terms can be recognized and again it becomes
clear that analyses should specify which software was used. The performances are quite
different.
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Figure7. AFM data set of Micromesh for perspective imaging and roughness analyses
a) roughness analysis in SPIP V.2.2. format of Micromesh
b) roughness analysis in Nanoscope 4/5 format of DI-VEECO
c) roughness analysis in WSxM format of Nanotec Electronica S.L.
Fig. 8 demonstrates conversions of a 3D-data set from Seiko Instruments [17] by imaging in
various perspective shaded views, including zoom and inversion upside down. The free
interactive handling is clearly seen and these possibilities appear very important.
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Figure 8. AFM data set of SEIKO Instruments
a) perspective image in the format of Seiko Instruments
b) perspective image in WSxM format of Nanotec Electronica
c) perspective image in SPIP format of Micromesh
d) perspective image in Nanoscope 4/5 format of DI-VEECO
e) zoomed image in SPIP format of Micromesh
f) inverted image in Nanoscope 4/5 format of DI-VEECO
The data-interaction is not restricted to scanning supermicroscopy. All xyz data-sets with an
equidistant xy-grid (for example of a glacier) can be converted to VRML files that are suitable
for analysis with the same software packets. Textures can be added for viewing purposes.
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Figure 9. Glacier data, Gauss-Krueger xyz coordinates in ASCII [18].
a) roughness analysis in SPIP V.2.2. format (without texture)
b) profile in SPIP format of Micromesh
c) 3D-view by Parallel Graphics Cortona with texture. The texture was added from a
photograph in JPEG format.
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The analysis of glacier morphologies and roughness using satellite data and surface roughness
sensors helps to elucidate the fate of polar ice caps, ice sheets and shelves in the global
warming scenario [19]. Clearly, all fields of life and science will profit from the new
publication technique that preserves the xyz-information.

V. TASKS
All previous 3D-information that was not conserved in the form of xyz or VRML data sets is
for ever lost, even if TIF/GIF/JPEG images with shading and/or unknown colour coding for
the heights were published. Also segmentated VRML data-sets can only be imaged/animated
but not numerically analysed. Therefore world-wide data-interaction would urgently require
that the primary data be conserved for recourse to these. Such endeavour should also aim to
add numerical capabilities to all of the present imaging-based 3D-acquisition techniques.
Scanning probe microscopies rely already on their advanced 3D-techniques and demonstrate
how it works. Storage capacity is no longer an excuse for not looking for suitable solutions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
World-wide interaction with 3D-data requires not only excellent imaging capabilities but also
the possibility to reanalyse and recalculate the data sets or to draw new conclusions. Data
mining on 3D-objects or -properties instead of “image mining” will only be possible if the
full primary 3D-data are made available in publications and data bases. The benefits of the
approved techniques have been demonstrated primarily in the fields of supermicroscopy and
nanotechnology, but the programs that have been created in these important and rapidly
increasing fields can also be used in other scientific fields and in daily life. This has been
emphasized with an example from geography. Mighty programs have been developed for the
multinational SRTM mission dealing with huge highly resolved objects (see Fig. 4). Mankind
cannot continue to lose all 3D-information upon publication in all fields of research, as the
techniques are available now. Every progress in 3D-data-interaction will be helpful for the
establishment of a new culture of publication which will ask the authors to disclose their full
data instead of dead 2D-projections of them.
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